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scattered light and the forward scattered component from suspended particles. In
situations where the unretained component of light scattered from suspended
particles is separately obtained (using a dichroic filter or other method), the ratio of
the unretained to forward scattered components is uncertain (the correlation factor
is uncertain). Here, a method that eliminates this uncertainty is described. The
technique combines observations of both the forward scattered and unretained
components of light using both unaided and simultaneous techniques. Two
approaches were used. The first utilized a multiple-angle approach for observation of
the differential scattering at different unretained component angles; the second, a
single-scattering multiple-detector approach with multiple fast-acting scanning
stages. The method was successfully tested with aqueous solutions of rhodamine B
and formazan dye. The methods were applied to measurements of the scattering
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and fractures in children. The authors summarize the trends in the development of
pediatric hand surgery over the past 25 years. They then examine the future of this
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is expected to increase as the population and neonatal survival rate rise. The authors
share their perspective on the changing role of the hand surgeon and the direction of
research. Most important, they make recommendations for practice, training, and
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